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Abstract: This study was aimed at demonstrate the application of the Bayesian based global 
sensitivity analysis (GSA) approach to Denitrificatin and decomposition (DNDC) model 
using the tool of Gaussian emulation machine for sensitivity analysis (GEM-SA), in order to 
provide information on the relative effect of parameters on major model outputs. To execute 
the GSA study, twenty-eight input parameters were selected and eighty-six years’ DNDC 
simulation was run on basis of Three Hill’s spring wheat system. Three interested multi-
year’s model outputs were chosen, whose sensitivity to inputs has been tested: yield, annual 
change in soil organic carbon (dSOC) and N2O flux. We found the effect of input parameters 
on three mentioned DNDC outputs not vary only with different simulated year but also with 
specific output variable. Moreover, the influence of inputs on variance of outputs varies with 
the form of sensitivity indices, i.e. main effects (individual contribution of each input to 
variance of model output) or total effects (when all inputs’ interactions are considered). 
Consequently, multi year’s SA is necessary for the nonlinear DNDC model and most sensitive 
parameters to specific output should be focused on further validation and calibration of that 
variable.  
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Abbreviation: SA, sensitivity analysis; UA, uncertainty analysis; LSA, local sensitivity 
analysis; GSA, global sensitivity analysis; GEM-SA, Gaussian emulation machine for 
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Introduction 

Ecological models have been increasingly used for up scaling and long-term prediction in 
research of climate change. One of the model is DNDC, it’s a process based biogeochemical 
model, which can simulate the soil carbon and nitrogen dynamic, plant growth and biogenic 
greenhouse gasses (GHGs) such as CO2, CH4 and N2O via sub modules (Li et al., 1992a, b; 
Li et al., 2005). Many inputs are needed for DNDC running. The initial soil properties and the 
current and predicted meteorological data and crop control measures are used as inputs. These 
variables have an associated uncertainty that will propagate through the model to produce 
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uncertainties in the simulated model outputs (Petropoulos et al., 2009; Hastings et al., 2010). 
Consequently, understanding the propagation of uncertainty in the inputs to predictive outputs 
is crucial for this process to be accurate (Hastings et al., 2010). For the DNDC model, the 
total number of input parameters is very large. All of them may cause model uncertainty. It is 
worthwhile to concentrate on the most important parameters, to which model outputs are the 
most sensitive (Ruget et al., 2002).  
 
Sensitivity analysis (SA) of the DNDC model has become necessary due to the multiplicity 
and diversity of the model’s uses (Yasuhito Shirato, 2005; Abdalla et al., 2009; Qiu et al., 
2009; Zhang et al., 2009). This may involve offering a set of parameters for fitting the model 
to a new climatic scenario, a site specific soil and vegetation (Ruget et al., 2002). Sensitivity 
analysis can be used to estimate the uncertainty level in the model predictions resulting from 
incomplete knowledge of the inputs (Giltrap et al., 2010). Saltelli (Saltelli, 2002) gave a 
definition to SA as the study of how the uncertainty in the output of a model can be allocated 
to various sources of uncertainty in the model input. In practice, SA is a methodology, which 
is the study of the response of selected output variables to variations in parameters and/or 
driving variables (Lane and Ferreira, 1980). Furthermore, SA plays an important role in 
model verification and validation throughout the processes of model development and 
improvement (Kleijnen, 1995; Fraedrich and Goldberg, 2000; Kleijnen and Sargent, 2000), 
and then decreases model uncertainty (Kennedy et al., 2006).  
 
There are many kinds of SA approaches (Hamby, 1994, 1995; Frey and Patil, 2002). Each 
methodology has its advantages and disadvantages. These methods can be classified in a 
variety of ways. By European Commission (EC, 2010b), the choice of SA method to perform 
an experiment on a model relies on a number of factors: the properties of the model under 
study (linearity, additivity, monotonicity, etc.), the number of inputs involved in the analysis, 
the computational time needed to evaluate the model, and, last but not least, the objective of 
the analysis (Cariboni et al., 2007). SA often referred to as either “local sensitivity analysis 
(LSA)” or “global sensitivity analysis (GSA)”, the LSA addresses sensitivity relative to point 
estimates of parameter values while a GSA examines sensitivity with respect to the entire 
parameter distribution (Hamby, 1995). By an identification study of SA methods, the One-at-
a-time (OAT) method, Nominal range sensitivity analysis and Automatic Differentiation 
Technique belongs to LSA approach (Frey and Patil, 2002). However, methods like ANOVA 
based technique and Mutual Information Index (MII) approach belongs to GSA, these means 
appear to be the most theoretically attractive methods, because they are model free and take 
into account the interaction between inputs (By, Kleijnen, (Kleijnen, 1995). There are some 
advantages of GSA approaches over LSA methods, on one hand, GSA include the whole 
distribution range of input parameters, the results are independent of the researcher’s 
individual opinion and outcomes of GSA are not limited specific site (Saltelli et al., 1999); on 
the other hand, GSA can quantitatively educe the most sensitive input parameters, but also 
can estimate the interactions between them (Schwieger, 2004). 
 
To estimate the uncertainty in model outputs, OAT method was used to conduct SA study of 
DNDC. Li et al. (Li et al., 1992a) carried out four SA tests using OAT method to see the 
response of sub-module and the complete model to variation of relevant parameters from 
baseline conditions by varying one parameters and fixing others during one cycle. This 
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method was also employed by recent studies (Nakagawa et al., 2008; Abdalla et al., 2009). 
Nevertheless, OAT is one of LSA methods, it is the most primitive SA tool, in the context of 
model validation or modification, the use of OAT methods is illicit and unjustified, unless the 
model under analysis is proved to be linearity (Saltelli et al., 2006). The other LSA approach, 
i.e. most sensitive factor (MSF) method was developed to estimate uncertainty of DNDC 
outputs (Li et al., 1996; Li et al., 2001; Li et al., 2002). MSF was employed by some studies 
(Liu et al., 2006; Fumoto et al., 2008). In MSF mode, DNDC was run twice for each grid cell 
with the min and max values of the most sensitive soil factors commonly observed in the grid 
cell, the simulated two fluxes formed a range, which was wide enough to include the real flux 
from the grid cell with a high probability (Li et al., 2004). This simplified method is applied 
to majority regional simulations (Giltrap et al., 2010). However, the MSF method belongs to 
LSA too, the method is model dependent and takes no account of interactions between input 
parameters, which is the necessary for SA studies on the nonlinear model. Whereas DNDC is 
not an absolutely linearity model, only 50% of driving variables have linear relations with 
major model outputs  (Hastings et al., 2010). Besides OAT and MSF, Monte Carlo (MC) 
simulation was investigated in many studies on SA of DNDC (Li et al., 2004; Li et al., 2005; 
Hutchinson et al., 2007; Werner et al., 2007; Tonitto et al., 2009). In the MC mode, DNDC 
was run for one year, range of each input cell will be divided into 8 intervals, DNDC will 
randomly select an interval from each of the soil properties to form a scenario to conduct a 
simulation (Li et al., 2004). Nevertheless, this MC method is computational expensive, i.e. it 
needs thousands of times original model runs (Li et al., 2004), by the DNDC help document, 
the lowest number for MC simulation is 4000 (DNDC, 2009). Generally speaking, the OAT, 
MSF and MC both has its obvious disadvantage, thus, the GSA method should be used for the 
complicated DNDC model. 
 
In 2001, Kennedy and O’Hagan (Kennedy and O'Hagan, 2001) developed an approach of 
Bayesian analysis of computer code output (BACCO). The method based on Bayes’ theorem 
and Gaussian process. The hypothesis of the BACCO is that the output is an unknown 
function of input parameters, and then emulate it as a stochastic process (Kennedy and 
O'Hagan, 2001), a tutorial form of BACCO was explicitly provided by O’Hagan (O'Hagan, 
2006). Gaussian emulation machine for sensitivity analysis (GEM-SA) is a GSA software 
based on BACCO approach and was developed by Centre for Terrestrial Carbon Dynamics 
(CTCD) (Kennedy and O'Hagan, 2006). GEM-SA is a variance based (also known as 
importance measures or sensitivity indices) SA tool with the desirable properties of GSA 
methods: model free, quantitative, ability of testing the strength and relationship of analysis in 
the occurrence of uncertainties (Saltelli, 2002). Some studies have employed the tool for SA 
in different fields (Kennedy et al., 2006; Voyer et al., 2008; White et al., 2008; Finley et al., 
2009).  
 
For this study, we chose the GEM-SA because of its advantages over the other GSA tools 
(MC based methods). It’s a Bayesian based solution with the capability of investigate multiple 
sources of uncertainty influencing model performance. Results directly from the emulator 
include: the decompounds of output uncertainty due to uncertainty in single input or pairs of 
inputs as well the measure of the uncertainty of emulation (Kennedy, 2004; Petropoulos et al., 
2009). By O’Hagan (O'Hagan, 2006), GEM-SA has specific advantages compared to other 
conventional GSA methods (those reviewed in (Saltelli et al., 2000)), these strong points 
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include: 1) the emulator is derived from a relatively small number of model runs (the highest 
number is 400); 2) the emulator covering a multidimensional input space; 3) once the 
emulator is built, is not necessary to perform any additional runs with the model, regardless of 
how many analyses are required to assess the simulator’s behavior; 4) most particularly, the 
emulator embeds a self-measure of its performance in matching the original model code, 
thereby offering an accurate and reliable indication of the trustworthiness of its analysis. 
 
Accordingly, the aim of this article includes: for the first time, demonstrate the multi year’s 
SA study of DNDC using the GEM-SA; secondly, identifying the most sensitive parameters 
with respect to major model outputs, ranking them by their influence to model outputs; last 
but not least, providing an objective judgment on the sensitivity and stability of the whole 
model performance, offering a reference for further model validation and modification.                 

Materials and methods 

DNDC model and site information 

DNDC has evolved into a comprehensive ecological model that can be used in most 
agricultural systems (Li et al., 1992a, b; Li et al., 1994; Zhang et al., 2002; Levy et al., 2007; 
Pattey et al., 2007; Saggar et al., 2007). DNDC is a deterministic sequential model, consisting 
of five sub modules (Li et al., 1992a; Li et al., 1994; Li, 2000): thermo-hydraulic module, 
aerobic composition module, denitrification module, fermentation module and crop growth 
module. These submodels are driven by input parameters, i.e. climate drivers (daily 
precipitation and temperature or solar radiation), soil features (initial value of SOC, clay 
content, soil density, wilt point and field capacity, pH etc.), vegetation coefficients (crop, 
grass or trees and their physiology) together with farming practices (vegetation managements, 
fertilizer usage, tillage, irrigation etc.). The time step of DNDC is one day. DNDC model 
output is a daily update on the soil GHGs and carbon exchange (from denitrification, 
decomposition and fermentation module), crop production (crop growth module) and N 
leaching (denitrification module) (Hastings et al., 2010).  
 
However, uncertainties in the input parameters that drive DNDC propagates through them, 
resulting in uncertainties in the model output (Hastings et al., 2010). With the increasing 
applications of DNDC, sensitivity analysis is necessary for simulation of specific climatic 
condition, soil property and crop system. The default parameters of DNDC model are based 
on US’s soil average value (Giltrap et al., 2010), so re-parameterization of the soil and 
climate attributes is needed to fit the local condition before using the model. For the large 
number of parameters of DNDC, we should focus on those whose effect on major model 
outputs is relatively large than the others. Consequently, we employed the GSA tool described 
below to rank the most sensitive parameters with respect to specific model outputs. 
 
Input parameters of this study are based on experiment data from Three Hills, Alberta 
(51°42′N, 113°13′W, 907m), the site located in semiarid prairie of west Canada with a Thin 
Black Chernozemic clay loam soil. The site is moderately well drained with undulating slopes 
of about 2%, the soil has an average field capacity of 40% and a wilting point of 26% by 
volume (Wang et al., 2007). Spring wheat is the main food crop of this region. The 
relationship between crop yield and environmental factors are getting more and more 
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concerns. Consequently, we chose the wheat yield, dSOC and N2O flux from DNDC (current 
version DNDC93) model outputs to see how of their variance were affected by input 
parameters. For the sophisticated DNDC model, many input factors may lead to model 
uncertainty. Among them, 28 input parameters were chosen, it include climatic, soil 
properties and field managements parameters (Table 1). According to the GEM-SA software 
introduced later, maximum number of inputs can be analyzed is 30. Most of former studies 
have found the annual precipitation and air temperature were the most sensitive factors affect 
DNDC model outputs (Li et al., 1992a; Li et al., 1996; Li et al., 2004; Giltrap et al., 2010), so 
we did not consider these two parameters in this study. Because of sensitive parameters to 
model outputs may vary with the simulated year. 11 different simulated year’s results were 
selected to see the dynamic trend of sensitive scenarios. The years has been chosen are: 1a, 
10a, 20a, 30a, 40a, 50a, 60a, 70a, 80a, 86a, and 86avg, the 86 year’s average value also has 
been computed for comparison. 86 years’ Three Hill’s climate files needed for DNDC 
simulations were obtained from website of Environment Canada 
(http://climate.weatheroffice.gc.ca/Welcome_e.html). 
 

GEM-SA  

By European Commission (EC, 2000), a good sensitivity analysis should conduct analyses 
over the full range of plausible values of key parameters and their interactions, to assess how 
impacts change in response to changes in key parameters. GEM-SA is a BACCO based GSA 
approach, just has the characters of ideal SA mentioned above. For the theoretical foundation 
and the software behavior, O’Hagan (O'Hagan, 2006) made a comprehensive introduction to 
the BACCO method in a form of tutorial. Petropoulos et al. (Petropoulos et al., 2009) also 
offered an exceptional detailed description of theoretical basis of the approach. The variance 
based GSA has the essential feature of an ideal SA (Saltelli, 2002; EC, 2010a): 1) Deal with 
the influence of scale and form, the BACCO incorporates the effect of the range of input 
variation with the figure of its probability density function (PDF, uniform or normal); 2) 
Embrace multidimensional averaging, BACCO evaluate the effect of an input while with all 
others are varying; 3) Model free, BACCO is a model independent SA approach, it works in 
spite of the additivity or linearity of the original model, it has the ability to introduce the 
interaction effect; 4) Cope grouped factors supposing they are single factors, the synthetic 
property of BACCO is crucial for the nimbly of the explanation of the SA results.  
 
Actually, three crucial stages are involved in the GEM-SA performance: 1) building an 
emulator of original model from a set of training points (inputs design and outputs of original 
model); 2) using the training data to measure the emulator’s performance in fitting the 
original model; 3) calculate the SA of interest using the emulator. Using of GEM-SA is just 
the process of emulator building (Kennedy, 2004). The software provides some powerful 
tools to ensure the emulator work with high quality (Kennedy, 2004): 1) For training data 
sampling, two methods, i.e. the Maximin Latin Hypercube and LP-TAU design are embedded 
in the software, we chose the latter, the built-in method is an excellent random sampling 
method with high efficiency and powerful when dealing with stochastic process (Holvoet et 
al., 2005), we can edit the input design flexibly in the GEM interface after sampling; 2) input 
uncertainty distributions option (normal or uniform), We chose the default option that all the 
input is represented by a uniform distribution. Besides, 3) the cross-validation was built-in the 
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software to check the fitting accuracy of emulator, we use the “leave final 20% out” option, 
then the emulator mean and variance of the final 20% of data output points is computed as if 
they had been left out of the training data, the result is a more conservative estimate of the 
emulator accuracy (Kennedy, 2004). 
Framework of this study 

Based on what has been discussed above, a framework of this study was designed as 
described in Figure one (Figure 1), the whole work consists of 4 tiers tasks: 

Tier 1: Input design. 28 input parameters were selected; each one of them was given a 
theoretical range (minimum and maximum) based on Three Hill’s experiments and 
some literatures. 400 training points within the given range for each parameter (400 
model simulations is the maximum possible sampling size that can be currently built 
using the GEM SA tool) were sampled by LP-TAU design, the training data is a 28×
400 matrix, it defined the distribution of input parameters, each column in the data 
has 400 training points for each parameter, and each row has 28 values for one 
DNDC model run.  

Tier 2: DNDC model simulation. Each row from the input design (training data) must be 
used to generate outputs by running DNDC model. We employed Perl program 
statements to make 400 DND files using the above training data for DNDC 400 
batch runs (each run last for 86 years with the Three Hill’s climatic files). And then 
the interested model outputs were extracted: wheat yield, dSOC and N2O flux. 11 
different year’s results were summarized to see the dynamic trend of sensitive 
scenarios.  

Tier 3: Run GEM-SA. GEM-SA software needs an inputs file and an outputs file. The 
inputs file is the mentioned training points, and the outputs file is the extracted file 
above. The outputs file contains 3 column outputs from 400 runs (each column stand 
for yield, dSOC and N2O flux from given year respectively). One cycle of GEM-SA 
run can only analyze one column of the outputs. 

Tier 4: Analyzing and summary the results. It’s worth noting that, the GEM-SA output the 
emulator performance data, we should make a judgment to see how the emulator has 
been fitted, if it performed not too good, re-sampling maybe required; if it well 
performed, the left is analyzing and  summary work. 

Results and discussion 

Analyze of emulator performance 

GEM-SA Gaussian emulator has a built-in self check mechanism, after running the software, 
three items were computed to test the linearity between model output and input and check the 
accuracy of emulator fit.  
 
Each input parameter has its own roughness value, it’s a unitless value, specifying what kind 
of relationship exist between model output and input (linearity or nonlinear) (Kennedy, 2004). 
For each DNDC output, such as wheat yield, roughness value of 28 input parameters was 
calculated, also with the multi-year’s results (Figure 2). We can see the roughness value vary 
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with different model output and also with different simulated period of time. But most of the 
values are lower than 1, only few of the value in specific years is exception. It indicated that the 
model output can be approximately a linearity function of the inputs. 
 
Besides the roughness value, sigma-squared value is one of the measurements for checking 
the emulator accuracy. It expresses the variance of the emulator after standardizing the output 
(Petropoulos et al., 2009), its an efficient tool to measure the linearity of the emulator 
(Kennedy, 2004). From Table 2, we found the sigma-squared values are low for all of the SA 
experiments, its ranging from 0.60 to 1.73, meaning that these parameters exhibit only 
moderate deviations from linearity. 
 
Cross validation was calculated to check the accuracy of the emulator fit. Each given year’s 
“cross validation root mean square error” (CVRMSE) and “cross validation root mean square 
standardized error” (CVRMSSE) was computed (Table 3 and Table 4). The CVRMSE is the 
simple value of square root of the mean square error of the emulator predictions at the training 
points, whereas the CVRMSSE expresses the residual divided by an estimate of its standard 
deviation. All the CVRMSSE values are close to 1, with values between 0.95~1.06, this 
indicates reasonable emulator accuracy. These results are accordance with former study 
(Kennedy et al., 2006). 

DNDC model sensitivity analysis 

Multi year’s summary of the main effects (SME) of 28 inputs and their interactions (INTER, 
include first order interactions and higher order interactions) with respect to selected DNDC 
model outputs were computed (Table 5). It can easily be seen, maximum of SME occurs in 
the first simulated year (1a, highlighted in bold) for 3 outputs, the other year’s SME relatively 
low. But opposite situation appears in INTER, the INTER is lower in first simulated year than 
the other selected year. This indicates the high joint effects exist between some of the model 
inputs (pair of parameters and/or ternary of parameters, etc). It can be derived that sensitivity 
of DNDC outputs to inputs not depend only on different analyzed year but also outputs 
variable; more over, the average of all simulated year’s data (86avg) can not present the real 
sensitivity situation; in addition, only one year’s simulation is not nearly enough to conduct 
SA as previous studies did (Li et al., 1992a; Li et al., 2004). 
 
By average of 28 input parameters’ main effects (AME, individual contribution of each input 
to variance of model output) and total effects (ATE, main effects and joint effects), we 
selected five most sensitive parameters (MSP) with respect to each DNDC outputs.  
According to AME, wheat yield and dSOC is most sensitive to WILP (soil wilting point), 
AME of WILP to the two outputs is great than 10%, but for N2O flux, MSP is PORO (soil 
porosity) (Table 6). Its easy to understand, annual precipitation determine soil water regime 
because there is no manual irrigation, model outputs uncertainty (CV) is larger in low yield 
year (1a, 10a, 30a and 80a) than high yield year (20a, 40a, 50a, 70a and 86a) (Figure 4). We 
calculated the correlation coefficient of DNDC outputs and annual precipitation (Table 8), 
there is a strong relationship between yield and annual precipitation as well as dSOC and 
annual precipitation (p<0.01, p<0.05 respectively), this suggests that yield and dSOC is 
strongly controlled by water regime. But for N2O flux, a weak negative correlation with 
annual precipitation was founded (p>0.05), it is because the conclusion: if anaerobic 
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conditions last too longer, the denitrification process tend to generate more N2 rather than 
N2O (Li et al., 1992a), moreover, the high precipitation may block the emission of N2O from 
soil by affecting the soil porosity. There are 4 parameters correlated with soil water regime 
(PORO, HYDC, WILP and FC) in the given 5 MSP, the other study also found that the water 
filled porosity at field capacity had the largest effects on the amount of N2O emissions 
(Nakagawa et al., 2008). 
 
However, based on ATE, wheat yield, dSOC and N2O flux is most sensitive to SOC at surface 
(5cm), SOC and soil pH respectively, where as WILP and SOC became the second most 
sensitive parameters for 3 outputs (Table 7). SOC content may impacts all of the biochemical 
processes around the plant-soil sphere. In fact, the reflection of effect of soil water regime on 
crop growth is the variation of SOC pool. Consequently, if we consider all of the factors 
which affect the yield and dSOC, the SOC at soil surface become the most important one. It’s 
well known that N2O can come from nitrification and dinitrification process; the two 
procedures always occur simultaneously in the pedosphere. So the generation and emission of 
N2O at soil-atmosphere interface is really complex and can be influenced by many factors.  
For N2O flux, the soil pH become to the MSP instead of PORO, it’s unexpected that the latter 
did not occur in the 5 MSP selected. Soil pH is the representation of biochemical and 
biophysical processes in rhizosphere, if we take interactions into account, soil pH value can 
reflect comprehensively the total effects of other factors. In fact, DNDC was designed to stop 
denitrification process if soil pH less than 5 (Giltrap et al., 2010). Besides, SOC is the second 
MSP for N2O flux due to its ability of providing substrates for N2O production processes.    
 
Actually, it’s always sophisticated in the processes relevant to yield, dSOC and N2O flux, so 
the total effects of SA results has more persuasive. Among all the selected parameters, the soil 
attributes exhibit tremendous effects on production of vegetation, soil carbon dynamic and 
biogenic gasses. SOC content at soil surface is the most sensitive parameter for 3 DNDC 
outputs. This result is accordance with some studies (Li et al., 1992a; Plant, 1998; Butterbach-
Bahl et al., 2004; Li et al., 2004). Similarly, Abdalla et al. (Abdalla et al., 2009) considered 
that DNDC overestimates the effect of SOC on nitrification and denitrification process in Irish 
agricultural soil, and then concluded that DNDC is unsuitable for predicting N2O emission 
from Irish grassland. There are no agricultural practices factors (crop management parameters, 
see table 1) included in the 5 most sensitive parameters (Table 6 and Table 7). Li et al. (Li et 
al., 1996)considered that most of the agricultural practices simulated showed little effect on 
N2O emission after a series SA studies on DNDC, in another study, fertilizer type was found 
have very significant effect on N2O emission but depends on baseline soil conditions (Brown 
et al., 2002). In practice, many management practices have a significant impact on greenhouse 
gas emissions, although the degree of impact can often depend on the soil and climate 
properties (Giltrap et al., 2010). As a matter of fact, effect of whether climate or management 
factors must be reflected by soil properties. From table 6 and table 7, we also can see the 
effects values of 5 MSP for N2O flux is less than the values for yield and dSOC, it indicates 
that the effects of parameters on N2O flux is more uniform than yield and dSOC, it can be 
explained that the mechanic of production and emission of N2O flux is more complicated than 
the other two outputs. 

Conclusions 
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Most of the previous SA studies of DNDC are belong to local sensitivity analysis. LSA has 
some limits due to its unable to calculate interactions between parameters. It’s the first time to 
employ a GSA tool to DNDC model by means of GEM-SA. The BACCO based method can 
conduct the Bayesian based GSA on computational model with high efficiency and accuracy. 
BACCO also has been used to other models (Voyer et al., 2008; White et al., 2008).  
 
Effect of input parameters on variance of DNDC model outputs depends on several factors. 
Above all, it due to different analyzed time period. In general, the effect is larger in first 
simulated year than other period, and the effect of one parameter on one model output vary in 
different period. Most of previous SA study on DNDC is based on one year’s simulation, now 
by our results, it’s not nearly enough, multi year’s analysis is necessary. Furthermore, the 
sensitivity of DNDC outputs to input parameters varied with output variables. For wheat yield, 
dSOC and N2O flux, all the 5 most sensitive parameters located in soil property category, but 
with significant different among them. Consequently, the most influential parameter for 
output variable should be focused for the latter’s calibration. Last but not least, the influence 
of input parameters on DNDC outputs was affected by form of sensitivity indices, i.e. main 
effects and total effects. The former is the individual contribution of one parameter to output, 
whereby the latter consider the interactions between parameters. Actually, some parameter’s 
total effects is far greater than main effects, it means that the effect of the parameter on output 
must influence by the other factors. Therefore, GSA method should be used to complex 
nonlinear model, instead of the simplified LSA approach. 
 
The Gaussian emulation machine worked well with exact emulator fit. But the GEM-SA tool 
is just a type of static SA method, we need manually run the software a year by a year for that 
year’s model outputs, so, the static SA method is computational expensive. Actually, we 
always need run DNDC in many years, especially for the long-term prediction. Therefore, a 
dynamic sensitivity analysis approach is required for further study, not only for the time 
saving analysis, but also for the dynamic sensitivity scenarios.  
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Table 1 Selected 28 input parameters of DNDC model 

 

  Selected parameters  Actual name of the model input 

Default 

value 

DNDC 

Three 

hills 

value 

Min 

value 

Max 

value 

Climate 

NRAIN P1 
Atmosphere N deposition (concentration 

in rainfall) (ppm) 
N/A 1.75 1.3 1.9 

NATM P2 Atmosphere background NH3 
concentration  (µgN/m3) 

0.06 0.06 0.01 0.1 

CO2 P3 Atmosphere CO2 concentration (ppm) 350 350 320 450 

Soil properties 

(for clay 

loam soil) 

DEN P4 Soil bulk density(g/cm3) N/A 1.2 1.1 1.9 

PH P5 Soil pH N/A 5.7 4.5 6.5 

SOC P6 SOC (Soil organic carbon) at surface (0-
5cm) (kgC/kg) 

N/A 0.035 0.015 0.075 

CLAY P7 Soil clay content 0.41 0.41 0.25 0.65 

LITSOC P8 Litter SOC 1 0.01 0.005 0.02 

NO3 P9 Soil NO3
- -N density (mgN/kg) N/A 10.5 8.5 15.5 

NH4 P10 Soil NH4
+-N density (mgN/kg) N/A 1.05 0.85 1.5 

MOI P11 Soil moisture N/A 0.42 0.27 0.65 

TEM P12 Soil temperature(℃) N/A -2.34 -10.5 10.5 

FC P13 Field capacity (WFPS) 0.57 0.57 0.25 0.75 

WILP P14 Wilting point 0.27 0.27 0.15 0.65 

HYDC P15 Hydro-conductivity (m/hr) 0.00882 0.008 0.01 0.025 
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PORO P16 Soil porosity 0.476 0.476 0-1 0.476 

SOCPA P17 Depth of soil profile with uniform SOC 
content (m) 

0.05 0.05 0.1 0.5 

SOCPB P18 SOC decrease rate below top soil (0.5-5) 4 4 0.5 5 

Crop managements 

(for spring wheat) 

GRESD P19 Ground residue (ratio) N/A 1 0 1 

MYD P20 Yield(kgC/ha) 1200 3000 1000 2000 

CNG P21 Grain C/N ratio 25 25 20 35 

CNS P22 Shoot C/N ratio 50 50 45 55 

CNR P23 Root C/N ratio 60 60 55 65 

WTREQ P24 Water requirement demand(g water/g 
DM) 

150 150 100 250 

NFIX P25 Nitrogen fixation index 1.2 1.2 1 2 

DTILL P26 Tillage depth(cm) N/A 3 1 4 

DFERTI P27 Fertilization depth(cm) N/A 15 0.2 20 

UREA P28 Urea (kgN/ha) N/A 74 60 80 
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Figure 1: Schematic of sensitivity analysis study  
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Figure 2: Roughness value of each input parameters to selected model outputs 
Note: P1~P28 stand for 28 input parameters (see Table 1) 
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Table 2 Sigma-squared value of each input parameters to selected model outputs (the value great than 1.5 is highlighted in bold) 
 

  1a 10a 20a 30a 40a 50a 60a 70a 80a 86a 86avg 

Yield 0.7310  1.1682  1.7288  1.1199  1.2886  1.6450  1.1880  1.2482  1.1851  1.2619  1.6936  

dSOC 0.5978  1.1611  0.8871  1.1873  1.2038  1.4883  0.9740  0.9629  0.8769  1.0525  0.7359  

N2O 0.7664  1.0420  1.6009  1.4299  1.2384  1.2987  1.4115  0.9871  1.5099  1.4292  1.0500  

 

Table 3 Cross-validation of root mean square error 

  1a 10a 20a 30a 40a 50a 60a 70a 80a 86a 86avg 

Yield 99.75  176.47  111.64  205.41  130.22  117.19  117.31  150.15  176.38  161.65  115.41  

dSOC 179.85  257.30  154.71  279.17  126.31  123.25  162.64  175.19  294.87  213.71  72.34  

N2O 11.81  9.31  7.42  8.98  6.74  6.17  7.26  9.21  8.80  5.38  4.68  
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Table4     Cross-validation of root mean squared standardized error 

  1a 10a 20a 30a 40a 50a 60a 70a 80a 86a 86avg 

Yield 1.0399  0.9523  0.9835  0.9840  0.9803  0.9537  0.9520  0.9693  0.9834  0.9659  0.9698  

dSOC 0.9754  0.9947  1.0610  1.0021  0.9994  0.9996  0.9712  0.9892  1.0035  0.9494  1.0290  

N2O 1.0175  1.0409  1.0076  1.0124  1.0379  1.0315  0.9836  0.9979  0.9785  1.0199  1.0381  

 

Table 5     SME and INTER of 28 input parameters to selected DNDC outputs 

  1a 10a 20a 30a 40a 50a 60a 70a 80a 86a 86avg 

Yield 
SME 79.52 30.076 39.388 44.161 40.776 27.026 20.55 33.205 58.757 35.909 30.39 

INTER 20.48 69.924 60.612 55.839 59.224 72.974 79.45 66.795 41.243 64.091 69.61 

dSOC 
SME 81.602 58.056 70.56 64.278 69.651 58.477 48.472 62.264 67.68 34.151 84.214 

INTER 18.398 41.944 29.44 35.722 30.349 41.523 51.528 37.736 32.32 65.849 15.786 

N2O 

flux 

SME 77.064 67.954 56.491 57.766 68.044 67.446 48.972 69.808 59.26 46.54 75.11 

INTER 22.936 32.046 43.509 42.234 31.956 32.554 51.028 30.192 40.74 53.46 24.89 
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Table 6    5 MSP for selected 3 DNDC model outputs by main effects (%)  

Yield dSOC N2O flux 

Parameter AME Parameter AME Parameter AME 

WILP 11.32  WILP 10.65  PORO 6.00  

FC 8.71  PORO 9.03  HYDC 2.99  

PORO 7.98  FC 4.04  SOCPA 2.83  

WTREQ 1.09  SOCPA 1.87  WILP 2.55  

HYDC 1.64  SOCPB 1.79  FC 1.50  

Note: parameters name are described in Table 1 

 

Table 7     Five MSP for selected three DNDC model outputs by total effects (%) 

Yield Dsoc N2O flux 

Parameter ATE Parameter ATE Parameter ATE 

SOC 43.86  SOC 40.01  PH 29.72  

WILP 38.52  WILP 29.99  SOC 25.00  

FC 31.33  PORO 29.03  CLAY 25.14  

PORO 27.09  FC 17.95  HYDC 21.60  

SOCPA 23.38  HYDC 15.59  WILP 19.76  

Note: parameters name are described in Table 1 

 

Table 8    Relationship between multi-year’s DNDC outputs and annual precipitation 

 Coefficient of correlation Significant level 

Yield & precipitation 0.8175 p<0.01 

dSOC & precipitation 0.6909 p<0.05 

N2O flux & precipitation -0.4563 P>0.05 
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